ICTTC is a Non-Governmental, Not for Profit, Industry member supported organization for the development of Science & Technology Cooperation and Technology Transfer between India and China.

The objectives of ICTTC are:

- To work as a bilateral technology transfer center between India and China.
- To bring together technology transfer organizations and professionals to build a technology transfer network covering both China and India.
- To tap full potential for collaboration, hold B2B meetings and demonstrate advanced technologies in a bid to enhance cooperation among enterprises and the transfer of applicable technologies between India and China and further regional integration and innovation.
- Exchange and Cooperation on S&T Innovation Policies: Communicate on S&T innovation policies, industry S&T development plans and innovation & entrepreneurship policies, carry out joint research, release authoritative reports, and bring in the widest innovation resources.
- Build service platforms: Provide an effective and efficient structure and channel for institutes and enterprises of both sides to conduct technology transfer & collaborative innovation. Provides S&T innovation policies information, IP protection and opportunity to engage with new partners.
- Organize activities centering on technology transfer and collaborative innovation: Organize China-India matchmaking activity on a regular basis. Hold training courses on applicable technologies, S&T innovation, as well as technology managers trainings as needed by both sides. Support companies and
research entities of both sides to build joint demonstration bases.

- Build cooperation channels and platforms: Identify the needs of enterprises, organize exchange and matchmaking to facilitate technology transfer between the two countries. Align with government policy, bring in resources, facilitate cooperative projects and their commercialization. Form effective models for technology transfer and collaborative innovation, and deepen bilateral cooperation.

- Major technology demonstration and promotion projects: In response to the development needs jointly support the R&D of advanced and applicable technologies, organize technical training and jointly build technology demonstration and promotion bases.

- Actively explore S&T park cooperation and Share science park development experience: Science park planning, construction, operation and management to jointly support innovation and entrepreneurship, and to promote cooperation in equipment manufacturing and improving production capacity.

**Specific services to be offered by ICTTC:**

- Identifying technology transfer agencies and transfer ready technologies from China and India
- To establish the official website providing technology transfer policies and procedure to be followed
- Developing a database of technologies to be available for transfer
- Matchmaking technology availability and requirements of its members
- Undertaking feasibility studies for technology adoption
- To hold catalogue shows of transfer ready technologies on a regular basis
- To arrange B2B meetings both in China and India on topics relevant to the stakeholders.
- To organize training courses on relevant technologies and technology management
- Facilitating institutional level and project level partnership between Indian and Chinese institutions.
- IPR protection and Management services

“Linking Knowledge Society with Innovating Society”
3rd India-China Technology Transfer, Collaborative Innovation & Investment Conference 2018, New Delhi, INDIA

2nd India-China Technology Transfer, Collaborative Innovation & Investment Conference 2017, New Delhi, INDIA

“Linking Knowledge Society with Innovating Society”
China-India Technology Transfer workshop at Kunming, Yunnan Province 2018

ICTTC Delegation to Kunming to attend the 2019 South and Southeast Asia Technology Transfer Matchmaking Conference, June 2019

UP COMING EVENT
“4th India-China Technology Transfer, Collaborative Innovation & Investment Conference”
December 2019
New Delhi, INDIA

Contact Us:
India China Technology Transfer Centre (ICTTC)
(Under aegis of India China Trade Centre)
B-143, 3rd Floor, Okhla Industrial Area, Phase – I,
New Delhi -110020, INDIA
Ph. +91-11-40043570/71, +91-9582390613
E-mail: icttcasia@gmail.com,
www.icttc.in
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